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ABSTRACT: 

The potential performances of electricity via way of means of the usage of an earth tube warmth exchanger for controlling an air-conditioning for constructing is 

evaluated for 9 months in an entire year. It is a properly infamous reality that; if we get under the floor of the earth some meters, the temperature has a tendency 

to be regular and round 7- 22°C, relying on range and soil properties. So, it is able to adjust its electricity, and pass it into the residence in which it may increase 

or decrease the temperature. Earth Tube Heat Exchanger (ETHE) is used to settle down the sector with inside the warm days and to warmth the sector in 

bloodless days. The temperatures of Underground may be extensively vital for electricity stability for the residence thermal comfort. Earth tube warmth 

exchanger is a alternative of air conditioning on this way we fascinated which material used for improving  coefficient of performance, so on this overview we 

strive to locate which material offers good coefficient of performance. 
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1. Introduction: 

In the closing thirty years, ETHE has delivered a first rate deal of interest from civil engineers and architects, as opportunity supply of natural and 

reasonably-priced strength for cooling and heating [1]. Iraq, like different international locations withinside the world, can reap significance of the 

alternative herbal geothermal reassets. Erbil metropolis in Kurdistan area of Iraq may be taken as an example. We observed that the strength costs 

extended withinside the closing decade. Therefore, utilising different renewable reassets of strength must be taken into consideration now withinside 

the layout of constructing for cooling and heating on this area. The hobby of the situation is the usage of geothermal strength as the primary supply or 

complementary supply particularly the ETHE. Because geothermal strength is an environmentally pleasant strength supply and less expensive if it's far 

as compared with different reassets of strength.  

There are extensive levels of packages of ETHE mainly for area heating and cooling, or for heating water supply. On the alternative hand there may be 

additionally geothermal strength used with inside the agricultural area nearly [1] [3]. ETHE may be used for offering a easy manner in heating and 

cooling to the residential and industrial homes. Normally the usage of this supply of strength is taken into consideration a renewable strength that is 

saved withinside the ground, being maximum efficient. ETHE is appropriate for numerous styles of homes and environmentally influences many 

projects. Heat accumulating pipes in a loop, which byskip air in tubes, are used for extracting saved strength from the ground. Hence to offer heating or 

cooling to the area, the simplicity, low operation and preservation price are the primary blessings of this form of the device in addition to it's far 

environmentally pleasant [4][6].                     

The important concept of passing air thru underground chambers or tubes to acquire a heating impact will be a quite inspiration. Up so far there are 

masses of structures which have been constructed. In fact, the climates of the exclusive places are exclusive and additionally the soil houses range from 

one place to another. Therefore, nearly it's far imperfect to apply the equal layout for exclusive places, due to the fact every place has precise 

specifications. Heating tubes are lengthy and buried underground. Air is drawn in plastic pipes or exclusive metallic pipes. The top inspiration for 

reaching warmth from surrounding soil which may be accomplished with the aid of using the air routes thru the pipes coming in to to the region as a 

supply of heating or cooling air. This can be to be had best if the soil soundings beneathneath the earth is with the aid of using numerous tiers hotter 

than the ambient inlet air. In summer, if there may be a appropriate thermal layout of the device, withinside the homes the mechanical and air-

conditioning gadgets may be decreased withinside the ability which results in lessen the strength intake and operation price.  A lot of experimental and 

theoretical research had been carried out at the ETHE for air con functions and for exclusive climatic conditions [3],[7]  

2.Literature Survey: 

We can conclude some of these papers as follows:  

Clara Peretti et al., (2013) achieved a literature overview approximately the reading and designing the traits of ETHE. They tried to couple their 

layout with HVAC device, they confirmed a assessment of a few tasks to summarize layout suggestion. Based on their effects the Earth to Air Heat 
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Exchanger (EAHX) may be applied in exclusive sorts of climate situations, inclusive of Mediterranean, warm desert, oceanic climates, and humid 

subtropical. Also those kinds may be designed for each cool and warm climates [8].  

Jens Pfafferott, (2003) studied EAHX, in his paper information about that ―is it extra vital to reap a excessive precise power overall performance 

primarily based totally at the floor region of an EAHX, a excessive adoption of air temperature to floor temperature or a completely small strain loss?‖ 

have been found [9].  

Mohammed Benhammou and Belkacem Draoui, (2015) represented a concluded take a look at on an ETHE used for ventilating of homes withinside 

the climate situations of Algerian Sahara. They used of their take a look at a one-dimensional temporary version. The impact of the overall performance 

for parameters inclusive of dynamical and geometrical at the overall performance of ETHE had been investigated [4]. Some different researchers 

numerically studied the exclusive traits approximately EAHX inclusive of impact of thermal insulation at the overall performance of the EAHX in 

exclusive climatic situations, reading the performance or exclusive operation circumstance of EAHX the usage of numerical evaluation and finite extent 

methods [10][13].  

A scione et, al., (2011) evaluated the viable performances for each wintry weather and summer time season the usage of an EAHX for an air 

conditioned constructing. They used the simulation codes to assess the dynamic constructing power overall performance for exc lusive Italian climate 

situations as a primary mission of the primary boundary situations (inclusive of speed of the air crossing the tube, the typology of soil, intensity and 

tube length, tube material, air flow airflow rates, manipulate modes). There is a opportunity for coupling of this generation the usage of renewable 

power with different HVAC systems [14].  

Vaz et, al., (2014) investigated the thermal capacity of EAHX experimentally for a placement in a metropolis that's positioned withinside the south of 

Brazil. They decided the overall performance in their proposed device relying on exclusive intensity of the set up duct underground [15].  

Bansal et, al., (2010) evolved a computational fluid dynamics of EAHX systems, a temporary and implicit version. They confirmed that their technique 

may be used to lower the air con load of homes withinside the summer time season. The proposed version changed into simulated through FLUENT 

software [16].  

Menhoudj et, al., (2018) studied the overall performance of an EAHX for homes in exclusive regions which have exclusive soil residences and 

climates positioned in Algeria. In their research, the impact of  materials, particularly galvanized and polyvinyl chloride–PVC have been taken into 

consideration if you want to optimize the overall performance of the warmth exchanger [17].3.  

3. Previous Work: 

We study so many research papers and find work on GI material based earth tube heat exchanger, copper material based earth tu be heat exchanger and 

researcher try to finding coefficient of performance, system stability etc. 

4. Proposed Work: 

We proposed work on different- different material like GI pipe material, Mild steel material, copper material,concreat material, plastic material and 

finding coefficient of performance and compare with each other and ultimately focus to which material gives good result in terms of coefficient of 

performance. 

5.Conclusion: 

In this review paper we find some result like 

1. If the length of earth tube heat exchanger pipe increases the COP of system are also increasing. 

2. Copper pipe based heat exchanger gives good result as compare to GI pipe based earth tube heat exchanger. 

3. The buried depth not more than 3m because of this distance soil gives steady sate result after that may be gives fluctuation. 
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